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Some of you will have long suspected that there was something seriously wrong with our
sociev, perhaps you were disgusted by modern art qr something else, perhaps the
growing immigration or the obnoxious presence of so many homosexuals? For me the
turning point was finding out that men like David lrving were telling the truth. For you
perhaps itwill be something else such as discovering how central banking works.
David lrving is now in jail in Austria and we dont as much as see a letter to the editor from
any of you.
Well we know whats up and are fighting back .You will be a happier person when you roin
us.
I am disgusted that I ever had anything to do with lrish universities . How ye have
dishonoured yerselves!
lreland is the only country that I know ot in Western Europe that has not produced any
academic dissidents. Even small little Ulster can boast of Professor Lynn.
Yes som€ people have expressed sympathy in private ,but they have done nothing in
public to defend our traditions .
Even that vile creature from the lrish times asked me for names. They are lookilrg for
someone to cruxiry. Of course I never divulge the names of my helpers. I am one of those
old fashioned gentleman Vpes and my word means somethilr9.
ls their anyone who will step up publicly to defend the people and our heritage or am I th€
last man left in lreland?

The entire universlty set up is itself vulnerable to rational thought. Game theory and so
forth strips your act naked.
The entire education system will need to be looked at.
These best mer , the idealists want nothing to do with you and your losing game. This
civilisation belongs to us , you belong to us , you litlle men,
It wasn't built by cowards.
Those who are parasites , who are among the most inverted of the inverted society , can
hardly be expected to honour the platonic title that they have usurped.
It is rather we the dissidents who are the real academics, we who do the real culture
guardianship, while ye grow fat in symbiosis with the pirates who have taken over the ship

faculties are actively teaching lies about Revisionists and
getting their students to write theses against us.
Help us punish these vermin like Dermot Keogh who bring shame to all ofyou.
That guy knows exactly what he is doing when he betrays lreland and the West. ln Russia
the skinheads would shoot him dead .
I am aware that the History

Like in the Soviet Union some subjects were useful to the regime and were less affected by
the ideology. We see this in the West today. Some faculties have sounder starf. The only
solution for the Arts faculty is lo hang the better part ofthem. I do think cowards need to
be told that they cannot sit this one out and leave people like me do all the work. When the
revolution that is building in Europe arrives , and the war will be started by the millions of
subhumans your system has imported to oppress and degrade the population, when that
revolution arrives those judged to have been inverts, to have profited as a parasitic elite
will face harsh measures.
I also direct this to my friends .
The sclence people should come out against the ideological pollution on campus whe[ ils
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waves lap up against the laws of Physics.
Oh of course you would love that Yankie blood money too,
My advise to academics is this . Do whal you can . You have utterly disgraced yourselves
as a group. You don't feel it enough because we lack enough grassroots activsts to

constantly expose you , for the moment that is,

Fight back, those ofyou who are genuine. You would be surprised what you can do.
Some countries like Russia and lran are relatively healthy and you should consider helping
them out. Evell such a simple thing as posting textbooks to lran
or financing the return of Russian scientists to Russia is better than nothing.
You yourself can see the decline in our civilisation. Fight back. Join us

!

There are many conservatives and christians in lrish universities. The position of the
churchs is a great hindrance . The Catholic church was captured in a coup in the 60s and is
an appendix of Judaism in efrect at the moment. The Protestant churchs are even worse
,they start from oriental cultural premises such as iconoclasm and are even further from
Western culture to being with. Christianity has iettisoned Jesus for Trotsky.
The prevalent fallacies and superstitions ofthe age have been absorbed because they hold
more faith and can be used to induce more prolitable guilt than the traditional beliefs.
Christianity is a shadow of what it was at its peak in the time of Pope Julius the second. lt
is being sucked back into Judaism and returning to the evil primitive cult that murdered
the Mathematican Hypatia by skinning her with Oyster shells.
ln the pagan system of values ,which is indigeous to Europe, dishonour is forever and
every second is last iudgement. Whatever about a soul ,you do have a reputation and you
are damning that forever.
Men once \rrould do anything for honour and glory . Now these are going cheaper than
eyer but their are few men to take them,

To build science in the West in its present occupied state is to help the occupiers and to
dig the graves ofyour children and grandchildren. Do you think so liftle ofthem? You
cowardly dogs!You work against your own people, against your own flesh and blood and
for what? what have you really got?
I am sure that although you have more material possesions than I that I receive a better
welcome from the female students when I arrive at some college parly.
I get a lot more respect than you do,
I get more hatred too but that is a form of respect , whereas your lif€ and death are not
really noticed.
Plenty have told me that lhey agree with me and would join me if I could give them some
kind of decent lifestyle. One of the reasons I can't do that is because of you vile cowards.
The Jews and the deviants would all fade away if a few more of you would overcome your
chronic fear .l fear your cowardice more than their malice .
Evil hypocrites who dare to call themselves academics while flying in the face of every
principle of Plato and every ethic ofAristotle.
Many of you are not vile people but you support a vile system, I went to one birthday party
at the English faculty of one lrish university and nearly all the postgraduates were lesbians.

The Science people should cease to support the univ€rsity when the arts faculty is
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attacking everything that created science in the first place.
There are plenv of Websites . You should be informing yourselves and learning .
www.heretical.com is a good one for example,
wrr/w.exterminationist.com is my own.
wvirw.geocities.com/reocork another.
It does not bother me in the slightest ihat many ofthe people I knew refuse to talk to me
out offear of being subiect to reprisals by the Jews, queers or other degenerates plaguing
our society. I can do without the company of slavish doqs,
Everyone senses there is something wrong, most can't explain what .There is a growing
moral nihilism. Parents live in fear for the few children they manage to have afrer being
excessively txed to pay for the implantation offoreign colonists.
ls it any wonder that society is going mad ,that kids can"t walk the streets in safety ,when
those who claim to be the pillars of the society openly teach lies ?

We need people who have cushyjobs in universities to help anonymously.
Personally I have complete contempt for these academics who live otf the work ofthe great
minds ofthe West while stabbing that civilisation in the back in its hour of need. Those
who have jobs and sympathise can write articles anonymously and donate money to active
dissidents. Using paypal, money can be donated to Reocork@yahoo.co.uk ,bank account
details on demand.
I am workirg on many projects but progress is crippled due to a total lack of resources.
Even sefting up a simple bookshop in lreland is difficult and my friends in Britain are
hassled by the police. Cowards in lreland have little excuse. I am ashamed ofthe cowardice
shown in the face of the Pc revolution of the last few years,
There is no amount of translation and digitisaiion vyork that needs doing . We have very
powerful films that need only to be distributed en masse to have a big effect ,although
given the bovine nature ofthe creatures on lrish campuses on wonders even then.
We need funds to set up servers in places like Russia to mirror dissident websites.
Here is one example of many of the type of thing that needs talking about,

"lt is quite plausible that explosives were pre-plant€d in all three (WTC) buildings," BYU
physics professor Steven E. Jones says.

Jones, who conducts research in fusion and solar energy at BYU, is calling for an
independent, international scientific investigation "guided not by politicized notions and
constraints but ralher by observations and calculations.

"lt is quite plausible that explosives were pre-planted in all three buildings and set off after

which were actually a diversion tactic," he writes. "Muslims are
the twc plane crashes
(probably) not to blame for bringing down the WTC buildings after all," Jones writes.

-

As for speculaiion about who might have planted the explosives, Jones said, "l don't
usually go there. There's no point in doing that until we do the scientific invesligation,"
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Previous investigations, including those of FEMA, the 9/{1 Commission and NIST (the
Nalional Institutes of StandardE and Technology), ignore the physics and chemistry of
what happened on Sept. 11, 2001, to the Twin Towers and the 47-story building known as
fires caused structural damage that caused
WTC 7, he says. The ofricial explanation
- that
up by either testing or history, he says.
can't be backed
the buildings to collapse
Jones acknowledges that there have been "junk science" conspiracy theories about what
happened on 9,/11, but "the explosive demolition hypothesis better satisfies tests of
repeatability and parsimony and therefore is not lunk science,' "
ln a 9,000-word adicle that Jones says will be published in the book "The Hidden History of
9/11," by Elsevier, Jones offers these arguments:
. The three buildings collapsed nearly symmetrically, falling down into their footprints, a
phenqmenon associated with "controlled demolition"
and even then it's very difficult, he
says. "Why would terrorists undertake straight-down collapses of WTC-7 and the Towers
when 'toppling over'falls would require much less work and would do much more damage
in downtown Manhattan?" Jones asks. "And where would they obtain the necessary skills
and access to the buildings for a symmetrical implosion anway? The 'symmetry data'
emphasized here, along with other data, provide strong evidence for an rinside'job."

-

. No steel-frame building, before or after the WTC buildings, has ever collapsed due to fire.
But explosives can effectively sever steel columns, he says.
which was not hit by hijacked planes, collapsed in 6.6 seconds, iust .6 of a second
longer than it would take an object dropped from the roof to hit the ground. "Where is the
delay that must be expected due to conservation of momentum, one ofthe foundational
and intact
laws of physics?" he asks. "That is, as upper-falling floors strike lower floors
impeded
by
the
impacted
mass. . . ,
columns
the
fali
must
be
significantly
steel support
quickly,
How do the upper floors fall so
then, and still conserve momentum in the
collapsing buildings?" The paradox, he says, "is easily resolved by the explosive
demolition hypothesis, whereby explosives quickly removed lower-floor material, including
steel support columns, and allow near free-fall-speed collapses." These observations were
not analyzed by FEMA, NIST nor the 9/l'l Commission, he says,
. WTC 7,

With non-explosive-caused collapse there would typically be a piling up of shattering
concrete. But most ofthe maierial in the towers was converted to flour-like powder while
the buildings were falling, he says, "How can we understand this strange behavior, without
and demanding scrutiny since the U.S,
explosives? Remarkable, amazing
government-funded reports failed to analyze this phenomenon."
.

. Horizontal puffs of smoke, known as squibs, were observed proceeding up the side the
building, a phenomenon common when pre-positioned explosives are used to demolish
buildings, he says.
. Steel supports were "partly evaporated," but it would require temperatures near 5,000
and neither office materials nor diesel fuel can
degrees Fahrenheit to evaporate steel
generate temperatures that hot. Fires caused byjet fuel from the hiiacked planes lasted at
most a few minutes, and office materialfires would burn out withifi about 20 minutes in
any given location, he says.

-

. Molten metal found in the debris ofthe World Trade Center may have been the result of a
high.temperature reaction of a commonly used explosive such as thermite, he says.
Buildings not felled by explosives "have insufficient directed energy to result in melting of
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large quantities of metal," Jones says.
. Multiple loud explosions in rapid sequence were reported by numerous observers in and
near the towers, and these explosions occurred lar below the region where the planes
struck, he says.

Jones says he became interested in the physics of the WTC collapse after attending a talk
last spring given by a woman who had had a near-death experience. The woman
mentioned in passing that "if you think the World Trade Center buildings came down iust
due to fire, you have a lot of surprises ahead ofyou," Jones remembers, at which point
"everyone around me started applauding."
Following several months of study, he presented his findings at a talk at BYU in
September.
Jones says he would like the government to release 6,899 photographs and 6,977 segments
of video footage for "independent scrutiny." He would also like to analyze a small sample
ofthe molten metal found at Ground Zero,

